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CMO Dana Anderson talks of Mondelēz’s 'fearless' line 
on change ahead of chairing Warc’s Prize for Innovation  
Additional judges appointed to Warc Innovation Awards 2017 

12 January 2017 – One of the world’s most eminent marketers, Dana Anderson, Senior Vice 
President and Chief Marketing Officer of Mondelēz International, says innovation at the global 
snack foods giant encompasses everything from working methods to products and requires 
marketers to "think ahead in a fearless manner". 

Dana Anderson explained that this attitude was essential, given the pace of change in the market 
and in channels. Nor is it just external factors that influence marketers' mindset. She noted that her 
team had spent the last year embracing Ehrenberg Bass and Byron Sharp's Laws of, which was 
forcing them to look at marketing through a new lens. 

"We changed our strategic tools, media guidelines, how we do comms planning and how we brief 
agencies," she said. "Change can mean more work but it makes you feel like you are on the fresh 
end of things and that can be enlivening for a group." 

In addition, "The work that we're doing on content monetisation means that we want to be out there 
and trying new things". 

Anderson is keen to avoid simply being reactive in the face of change and to encourage new 
engagement models with partners. "You don't criticise someone else for not stepping up if you 
don't do it yourself! We developed a way of working through Fly Fearless," she said. 

This is Mondelez's new approach to creative marketing. "We piloted it and now have been working 
it out for smaller brands and it has meant we have been able to reduce the amount of time spent 
working with creative agencies on campaigns from 52 weeks to 20 weeks," Anderson reported. 

"Everyone is around the table at the same time and there are ground rules such as having a 
strategy before you start … That's a form of innovation that anyone can take on." 

View here Dana’s views in full on innovative marketing   

 

Dana Anderson will chair the upcoming Warc Innovation Awards 2017, which recognise and 
reward innovative thinking that delivers tangible results. Four more judges have recently been 
appointed, bringing the eminent judging panel of client and agency-side experts to 21. The newly 
appointed judges are: 

• Nurcin Erdogan Loeffler, Head of Strategy & Innovation, Vizeum China 



• Bruce Henderson, Chief Creative Officer, Jack Morton Worldwide 
• Andrew Lambert, Vice President for Brand, Product and Sponsorship Marketing, VISA 
• Felix Morgan, Senior Planner and Innovation Lead, Livity 

Lucy Aitken, Case Study Editor at Warc, says, “We are delighted to bring together such an 
outstanding jury panel from around the world for this exciting global competition to award the best 
of effective marketing innovation. As brand marketing evolves, the combination of innovation and 
effectiveness has never been more crucial.”  

To view the full jury line-up, visit https://www.warc.com/InnovationAwards.prize#judging-panel 

The annual global Warc Innovation Awards are free to enter and open to any country and any 
communications discipline. There is a $10,000 prize fund for the winners of effective marketing 
innovation.  As well as the Gold, Silver and Bronze awards and Grand Prix for the best overall 
paper, five Special Awards will be selected for the best papers in specific areas of excellence: 
Innovation in a product or service, Channel innovation, Category innovation, Co-created 
innovation, and Innovation in a not-profit-campaign. 

Entry deadline has been extended to 26 January 2017. Full entry details are available on  
www.warc.com/InnovationAwards 

 

Dana Anderson, Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer, Mondelēz International, 
talks of Mondelēz’s 'fearless' line on change ahead of chairing Warc’s Prize for Innovation 
2017  

 

Q1. What do you see as innovation? 

I find innovation fun and challenging and, personally, I enjoy it. When I think about some of my 
most favourite things that I want to do, they’re all around transitioning into new ways of working. 
That can be uncomfortable but the pay- off is so rewarding - so often innovation is a part of that. 
It’s about growth, stretching, excitement and fun. I don’t have bad feelings about change - it’s a 
necessary part of moving forward and just living. It’s important to brand communication because 
people need to be engaged and entranced; they want to interact with you differently. 

The pace of change is our marketplace in terms of channels and what people get turned on by 
requires us to think ahead in a fearless manner about what to do and the digitisation of everything. 
So not only do we experience mobile and social media but, as marketers, we need to learn how to 
do it and to do it well. Sometimes that involves turning your own view of the world upside down. In 
the past year, we’ve spent a lot of time here embracing Ehrenberg Bass and Byron Sharp’s Laws 
of Growth and that’s undoing everything we learned in school and looking at marketing through a 
new lens. We changed our strategic tools, media guidelines, how we do comms planning and how 
we brief agencies. That has created a new thing of its own: our Freedom to Create presentation 
has been delivered to agencies and town halls everywhere so everyone knows what we are 
looking for. Change can mean more work but it makes you feel like you’re on the fresh end of 
things and that can be enlivening for a group. 

 

Q2. Can you share a recent example of innovation within the Mondelez brand portfolio? 

We’re just launching a new chocolate bar that merges Oreo with Milka chocolate. Already, even at 
this early stage, people are crazy for it. Mashing up those two products and marrying what US 
consumers refer to as ‘European chocolate’ with Oreo, a brand they have loved forever - things like 
that are examples of product innovation  

https://www.warc.com/InnovationAwards.prize#judging-panel
http://www.warc.com/InnovationAwards


 

Q3. How have you innovated in your relationships with agencies and media owners? 

It’s primary to our conversation and to our annual plans, particularly for new partnerships. When 
we are goal-setting at the beginning of the year, we have found that if we can see an intersection 
with what we tell our partners we are doing and what our partners tell us they are trying to 
accomplish, we are going to enjoy greater success. When we’re aligned we can make more 
progress. Two years ago, we worked with Facebook on creativity in social media - this was an 
intersection we shared. 

We also ask our partners what we can help them with and look for mutual benefit. Sometimes it’s 
great to just tell each other what we’re thinking about. It’s becoming much more critical to the 
selection of partners because once you begin to work with people who are innovating you look for 
it in other places. You can certainly feel it if you have a partner who’s not innovating.  

 

Q4. How is Mondelēz innovating in terms of its company structure and culture?  

We are re-engaging with our marketers. It’s a whole new way of working that affects culture and 
adopting things that we believe in.  The work that we’re doing on content monetisation means that 
we want to be out there and trying new things. We want people to be proud to be here. Wellbeing 
is a big part of our growth plan: a couple of members in my group put together a presentation 
about how brands are marketing in the wellbeing space and it was fascinating; they’d identified 
eight big trends. They delivered that presentation internally to the finance, legal and IT teams 
because they wanted to know more about it. Those teams might not be marketing these products 
but they are still kept informed. 

 

Q5. What are the benefits of making non-marketers stakeholders like that? 

They get a view into a world they don’t participate in too closely. For them, it’s an enjoyable 
immersion - it helps them just as it helps us when they teach us about IT. That helps our world as it 
informs the decisions that we make and helps us act more holistically.  

 

Q6. Which companies have a good approach to innovation that link to clear business 
outcomes? 

DDB’s recent offering to McDonald’s. I don’t know the particulars of the offering except that it was 
custom-built with compensation on a different level.  That’s a hats off. 

Also, two campaigns that I have seen recently at awards shows: one is for GoPro that is using 
word-of-mouth and social media to try to move from extreme sports to everyday usage. The 
second is U By Kotex launching a pop-up - a whole store about tampons. They had singers, they 
sold T-shirts with tampons all over them, and you could get your hair done there. People were 
lining up to go in. One girl said that she wished all public bathrooms were like that. Their purpose 
was to open a conversation about a product and a topic that isn’t usually treated like a desirable, 
beautiful thing and they monetised the whole thing. That’s innovative thinking.  

 

Q7. Is it harder to innovate with products like that, in low-interest categories?  



It doesn’t matter because it’s boundary and constraint that causes creativity to flourish. The book A 
Beautiful Constraint features some of the best creative and ideas that have come out of situations 
where you would have thought they had nothing going for them.  

 

Q8. What are Mondelez’s criteria for selecting innovation partners? 

I don’t know if there is just one criterion because we work with so many different types of people.  
When we work with startups, everyone walks away smarter and with an enhanced view of the 
world: they can’t believe how much information we have and we can’t believe how scrappy they 
are!  Jim Stengel’s new book, Centurions and Startups: How They Can Thrive by Learning from 
Each Other, shows that bigger companies are going to need startups because actually that mixture 
creates sparks that don’t come any other way. Jim has interviewed a couple of our folks that have 
participated in some of our work with startups specialising in mobile or retail futures. When working 
with partners, you certainly look for chemistry and competency but it’s a turn-on for someone to 
have a fresh approach when you’re in a pitch situation. Most people get to the same level of 
understanding when it comes to strategies because it’s a process of going through what you’re 
giving them. But sometimes someone zooms way ahead because they have a way of working or a 
process of taking apart a problem. When you see that in action it’s pretty enthralling and magnetic. 

We try to create new engagement models rather than waiting to be reactive.  You don’t criticise 
someone else for not stepping up if you don’t do it yourself! We developed a way of working 
through Fly Fearless. We piloted it and now have been working it out for smaller brands and it has 
meant we have been able to reduce the amount of time [spent working with creative agencies on 
campaigns] from 52 weeks to 20 weeks. Everyone is around the table at the same time and there 
are ground rules such as having a strategy before you start. What happens in the session is 
developed and run by a troika of the creative partner at the agency, a strategic partner on our side 
or from the agency and brand leaders. Together, they determine what they’re going to do in the 
session, whether it’s bringing in external stakeholders or whatever to deliver.  So [Greek chocolate 
brand] Lacta is known for being all about love so they invited two guests to their sessions: one was 
a marriage counsellor and the other directed soap operas.   

All parties enjoy it more and agency partners prefer it because work doesn’t get revised 20 times. 
You can also bring in people who have engaged with us before, such as Google and Facebook, 
and we can all work together to financial advantage.  That’s a form of innovation that anyone can 
take on. We’re going into our third year now - we did a year of pilots around the world and now 
we’re rolling it out and training people and showing them how to do it so they can be self-sufficient 

 

Q9. Can you please share an example of how a Mondelez brand has benefitted from working 
alongside a startup? 

We worked with [community-based traffic and navigation app] Waze and [Mondelez-owned 
chewing gum brand] Stride years ago on using geo-targeting to show where you could buy Stride. 
Unbelievably, we saw an increase in sales! What’s more, the outcome was what they learned: they 
felt innovative and like fearless marketers. They felt they didn’t necessarily need the rules that they 
had been taught because they had a whole new level of creative partners to work with.  

 

Q10. Where in the world is a future hotbed of innovation? 

It’s everywhere.  We work across developing and emerging markets and I’m forever humbled by 
what I see. You think that developed markets are going to have more but sometimes the things 
that you see in awards shows - you’ve already seen this in the Warc Innovation Awards -  don’t 



limit themselves. Brave people are brave people. But there’s a difference between brave people 
who talk about things happening and brave people who are actually doing it so we get to 
experience their work. 

At the 2016 Warc Innovation Awards, an app from Vodafone in Turkey designed to curtail domestic 
violence won the Grand Prix. Do you think innovation and purpose are closer together than they 
ever have been? 

I really do - more people are interested in purpose. We have a one day session for brands called 
Storyteller where you work out what your brand’s purpose is so we can then work out strategy. 
This is part of global marketing. We’ve nicknamed it ‘the luggage tag’ – people can look at it and 
know exactly what it is, from product to purpose. The visuals really help to clearly communicate to 
everyone what a product is as well articulating its benefits and values.  

 

Q11. At the 2016 Warc Innovation Awards, an app from Vodafone in Turkey designed to 
curtail domestic violence won the Grand Prix. Do you think innovation and purpose are 
closer together than they ever have been? 

I really do - more people are interested in purpose. We have a one day session for brands called 
Storyteller where you work out what your brand’s purpose is so we can then work out strategy. 
This is part of global marketing. We’ve nicknamed it ‘the luggage tag’ – people can look at it and 
know exactly what it is, from product to purpose. The visuals really help to clearly communicate to 
everyone what a product is as well articulating its benefits and values. 

 
Ends 
  
 
For further information, please contact: 
Amanda Benfell     Warc              
PR Manager    85 Newman Street 
amanda.benfell@warc.com                                   London W1T 
3EU  
+44 (0) 20 7467 8125 www.warc.com 
 
About Warc – ideas and evidence for marketing people 
Warc.com is an online service offering advertising best practice, evidence and insights from the world’s 
leading brands. Warc helps clients grow their businesses by using proven approaches to maximise 
advertising effectiveness. Warc’s clients include the world’s largest advertising and media agencies, 
research companies, universities and advertisers.  
 
Warc also publishes leading journals including Admap, Market Leader, the Journal of Advertising Research 
and the International Journal of the Market Research Society. In addition to its own content, Warc features 
advertising case studies and best practices from more than 50 respected industry sources, including: ARF, 
Effies, Cannes Lions, ESOMAR and IPA. Warc hosts three annual case study competitions: Warc Innovation 
Awards, Warc Social Strategy Awards and Warc Asian Strategy Awards.  
 
Founded in 1985, Warc is privately owned and has offices in the UK, U.S. and Singapore.  
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